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Primary renal sarcoma with SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion
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Abstract

We report the first case of a primary renal undifferentiated sarcoma harboring an

SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion. The patient was a 38 year-old male diagnosed with a

5 cm renal tumor which invaded the adrenal gland and extended into the renal vein.

Microscopically, the neoplasm had a predominantly undifferentiated round cell mor-

phology, with areas of rhabdoid and spindle cell growth. Similar to the previously

reported cases with this fusion, by immunohistochemistry the neoplasm expressed

S100 protein and epithelial markers (diffuse EMA, focal cytokeratin), suggesting the

possibility of a myoepithelial phenotype. This report documents another example of

a fusion-positive undifferentiated soft tissue sarcoma occurring as a primary renal

neoplasm, adding to the already broad list of such entities. It highlights the crucial

role of molecular analysis in establishing a specific diagnosis given the overlapping

morphology and immunophenotypes such entities may exhibit.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The differential diagnosis of undifferentiated small round cell tumors

of the kidney in children and young adults is broad. In patients under

the age of 10, considerations revolve around the most common pedi-

atric renal neoplasm, Wilms tumor (nephroblastoma), as well as enti-

ties such as clear cell sarcoma of the kidney, rhabdoid tumor, cellular

congenital mesoblastic nephroma, intrarenal neuroblastoma, and

malignant lymphoma.1–5 In older children and young adults, more

common entities in the differential include Ewing sarcoma family of

tumors and synovial sarcoma.6–8 In some cases, molecular pathology

is absolutely essential for the diagnosis, as the immunohistochemical

profiles of entities may overlap. For example, both Ewing sarcoma and

poorly differentiated synovial sarcoma label diffusely for CD99, while

CIC::DUX4 sarcomas of the kidney label for WT1 which could lead to

their misdiagnosis as Wilms tumor.9

We report a primary undifferentiated malignant neoplasm of the

kidney which demonstrated an SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion that has

recently been described in only four previously reported cases, all out-

side of the kidney.10–12 The morphology and immunohistochemical

profile in the setting of a mass centered on the kidney lead to a broad

differential diagnosis.
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2 | METHODS

2.1 | IRB approval

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at our

institutions.

2.1.1 | Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry for HMB45, cathepsin k, cytokeratins AE1/3

and Cam5.2, epithelial membrane antigen (EMA), PAX8, S100 protein,

melan A, desmin, smooth muscle actin, TFE1, OCT3/4, and TFE3 were

performed as previously described.13,14

2.1.2 | DNA and RNA sequencing

DNA and RNA sequencing were performed by the Genomics and

Molecular Pathology Core at UT Southwestern Medical Center.15

Briefly, tumor hematoxylin and eosin slides were examined and mar-

ked by two pathologists (P.A. and D.N.P.) for subsequent macro-dis-

section, nucleic acid isolation, and molecular testing. Areas enriched

with tumor were then scraped from adjacent 5 μm thick formalin-

fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) sections. Extraction and purification

were performed using Qiagen Allprep kits (Qiagen, Germantown,

MD). Libraries were prepared using KAPA Hyperplus kits (Roche

Sequencing and Life Science Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA) with

genomic regions of interest captured by custom probes covering all

exons of 1516 cancer-related genes. The libraries were sequenced

using Sequencing by Synthesis (SBS) paired-end cluster generation on

the Illumina NextSeq 550 platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA. DNA

Sequence reads were aligned to reference genome GRCh38. Single

nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions and deletions were called using

Strelka2, MuTect2, Freebayes and Platypus. Copy number alterations

were called using CNVKit. Fusions were called using the STAR-Fusion

algorithm with the RNASeq reads (https://github.com/bcantarel/

school). All fusions and variant calls were classified according to the

Association for Molecular Pathology/American Society for Clinical

Oncology/College of American Pathologists guidelines16 and manually

inspected using Integrated Genomics Viewer version 2.3.4 (IGV;

Broad Institute, MIT Harvard, Cambridge, MA).

2.2 | Fluorescence in situ hybridization

Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization (FISH) on interphase nuclei from

paraffin-embedded 4-micron sections was performed using the

Abbott Molecular Vysis LSI SS18 Break Apart FISH Probe Kit, cover-

ing and flanking the SS18 gene (https://www.molecularcatalog.

abbott/int/en/Vysis-LSI-SS18-Dual-Color-Break-Apart-Probe-Kit).

The first 650 kb probe labeled in SpectrumOrange is telomeric to the

SS18 gene. The second probe labeled in SpectrumGreen is 1044 kb is

centromeric to the SS18 gene. Two hundred successive nuclei were

examined using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axioplan,

Oberkochen, Germany), controlled by Isis 5 software (Metasystems,

Newton, MA). A positive score was interpreted when at least 20% of

the nuclei showed a split-apart signal. Nuclei with incomplete set of

signals were omitted from the score.17

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Gross appearance and morphology

The patient was a 38 year old male who presented with a renal mass

and underwent radical nephrectomy. On gross examination, he was

found to have a poorly delineated, tan 5 cm renal neoplasm which

grossly invaded through the renal capsule into the adrenal gland and

extended through the renal sinus to the renal vein. Microscopically,

the neoplasm demonstrated sheet-like growth, engulfing native glo-

meruli and tubules similar to the aggressive intrarenal growth pat-

tern of lymphoma or small cell carcinoma. There was extensive

peritheliomatous necrosis. Microscopically, the neoplasm involved

the renal sinus fat and blood vessels, extended into the renal vein to

involve the renal vein margin, and invaded perirenal fat and the

adrenal gland (Figure 1). The neoplastic cells were predominantly of

an undifferentiated small round cell phenotype, associated with high

mitotic activity (>5 mitoses per high power field). In some areas, the

neoplasm demonstrated more epithelioid morphology, with eosino-

philic cytoplasm and eccentric round nuclei with open chromatin

and prominent nucleoli, creating a rhabdoid appearance. In other

areas, the neoplastic cells showed a nested architecture (such as in

their invasion of the adrenal), while in focal areas (approximately

5%) the neoplastic cells were spindled with eosinophilic cytoplasmic

tails, raising the possibility of rhabdomyoblastic differentiation. By

immunohistochemistry, the neoplastic cells were diffusely immuno-

reactive for PAX8 and EMA. S100 protein and TLE1 showed

multifocal patchy immunoreactivity. There was focal staining for

pan-cytokeratin AE1/3 (Figure 1). Markers that were negative

included WT1, desmin, smooth muscle actin, GATA3, cytokeratin

7, cytokeratin 20, OCT3/4, CD99, and NKX2.2. INI1 and BRG1

expressions were retained.

3.2 | Molecular studies

RNA-seq revealed a fusion transcript composed of exon 10 of SS18

and exon 5 of POU5F1 (Figure 2). The SS18 gene rearrangement was

confirmed by break apart FISH (Figure 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

Only four prior cases of undifferentiated malignant neoplasms with

the SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion have been reported10–12 (Table 1).
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While we have no follow up on our case, two of three previously

reported cases have developed systemic metastases and died of dis-

ease. Including our case, in all except one, the fusion transcript

involved exon 10 of SS18 fused to exon 2 of POU5F1. Liu et al

reported an individual case with SS18 exon 9 fused to POU5F1 exon

2.12 These neoplasms have all been described previously as having

small round cell to epithelioid morphology. By immunohistochemistry,

all five cases demonstrated at least focal labeling for EMA and S100

protein, which would suggest a myoepithelial line of differentiation

(Table 1). Focal cytokeratin labeling has also been seen. Stains for

WT1, muscle markers, and melanocytic markers have consistently

been negative, and markers of undifferentiated carcinoma (INI1,

BRG1) have been intact in all the cases tested.

The predominantly undifferentiated morphology, along with focal

areas of rhabdoid and spindle cell growth, raised multiple diagnostic

pitfalls in the context of renal neoplasia. First, the diffuse PAX8 and

EMA labeling, along with the focal AE1/3 labeling, could be consid-

ered sufficient for the diagnosis of an undifferentiated renal cell carci-

noma, given WT-1, GATA3, and cytokeratin 7 negativity which would

argue against nephroblastoma or urothelial origin. It should be noted

that PAX8 immunoreactivity is, in the setting of small round cell

tumors, not specific for renal cell carcinoma, as it may be seen in sar-

comas such as clear cell sarcoma of the kidney or rarely in primary

renal synovial sarcoma.18 Undifferentiated renal cell carcinomas often

show rhabdoid morphology and demonstrate loss of INI1 or BRG1

(SMARCB4 and SMARCA4); however, both proteins were intact in

F IGURE 1 The neoplasm is a highly
permeative undifferentiated cancer which
extends between native glomeruli and
tubules, similar to the pattern of intrarenal
lymphoma (A). In the direct extension into
the adrenal gland (right), the neoplastic
cells are somewhat more cohesive and
demonstrate more rhabdoid cytologic
features, such as vesicular chromatin,

prominent nucleoli, and eccentric
cytoplasm (B). At higher power, the
neoplasm mainly has an undifferentiated
small round blue cell appearance, with
minimal cytoplasmic differentiation. The
neoplasm demonstrates peritheliomatous
growth around capillaries with necrosis
highlighted at the upper left (C). Mitotic
figures are readily identifiable. Focal areas
of this neoplasm demonstrate striking
rhabdoid cytologic features, including
vesicular chromatin, prominent nucleoli,
and hyaline cytoplasmic inclusions (D).
Other foci demonstrate transitions to
spindle growth with eosinophilic
cytoplasmic extensions which raised the
possibility of rhabdomyoblastic
differentiation (E). The neoplastic cells
demonstrate diffuse strong
immunoactivity for PAX8 (F) and for EMA
(G), along with patchy immunoreactivity
for S100 protein (H).
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our neoplasm.19 The undifferentiated appearance, along with the focal

areas of eosinophilic cytoplasm that suggested rhabdomyoblastic dif-

ferentiation, raised the possibility of blastemal-predominant Wilms

tumor with rhabdomyoblastic differentiation. However, the absence

of WT1 immunoreactivity or immunohistochemical evidence of skele-

tal muscle differentiation (desmin or myogenin) helped exclude that

possibility. Renal Ewing sarcoma is likely more common than blaste-

mal Wilms tumor in our patient's age group; however, the absence of

CD99 or NKX2.2 immunoreactivity excluded this possibility. Poorly

differentiated synovial sarcoma also was a significant concern, given

the focal spindle cell growth and rhabdoid features, both of which are

well described in that entity. In fact, the rearrangement of SS18 in the

current neoplasm could further mislead if only break-apart FISH for

SS18 were performed on this case, as could the patchy TLE1 immuno-

histochemical labeling. It should be noted that the strong diffuse EMA

staining and lack of CD99 immunoreactivity are unusual for a diagno-

sis of poorly differentiated synovial sarcoma.

As a result of the wide-spread application of RNA sequencing in

clinical practice, an increasing number of undifferentiated neoplasms

have been molecularly characterized, which has exposed gray zones in

defining tumor entities based on morphology or genomic signatures.

One such example is the neoplasms at the crossroads of malignant

myoepithelial tumors and Ewing sarcoma.20 By current criteria, our

case and those previously reported with the SS18-POU5F1 gene

fusion could be considered in the spectrum of high grade myo-

epithelial carcinomas with a round cell/undifferentiated phenotype

given the co-expression of S100 and epithelial markers (the currently

used gold standard for myoepithelial differentiation), and involvement

of POU5F1-related fusions (POU5F1 is known to be fused to EWS in

myoepithelial carcinomas17). Along these lines, the original study by

Antonescu et al. demonstrated clustering of the sarcomas with the

SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion with three myoepithelial tumors with

EWSR1::POU5F1 or FUS::POU5F1 fusions, but not with two synovial

F IGURE 2 SS18::POU5F1 gene fusion. Schematic representation of interchromosomal fusion SS18::POU5F1. Gene loci of SS18 and POU5F1,
also known as OCT4, are shown within chromosomes 18 and 6, respectively. RNA-seq revealed fusion transcripts consisting of exon 10 of SS18
(chr 18q11.2; ENST00000415083.7) and exon 5 of POU5F1 (chr 6p21.33; ENST00000259915.13). Displayed are the discordant reads grouped
by mate chromosome (indicated in the top left corner of the IGV screenshots).

F IGURE 3 SS18 Break Apart FISH. The cells demonstrate splitting
of the 50 SS18 probe (red) and the 30 SS18 probe (green), yielding a
complex abnormal signal pattern.
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sarcomas with SS18 rearrangements. However, the SS18::POU5F1 sar-

comas did not cluster with other myoepithelial neoplasms with non-

POU5F1 fusions, such as EWSR1::ZNF44 or FUS::KLF17. Hence,

whether the SS18-POU5F1 neoplasms represent primitive sarcomas or

are more closely related to high grade myoepithelial carcinomas remains

unclear, especially given the known imprecision of morphologic criteria

for the latter. Further studies are need to address this issue.
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